and by flower gardens against the stone walls that retained the hill-crown
on the other.
The hill-crown was thus saved and the buildings became a brow for the
hill itself. The strata of fundamental stone-work kept reaching around and
on into the four courts, and made them. Then stone, stratified, went into
the lower house walls and up from the ground itself into the broad
chimneys, This native stone prepared the way for the lighter plastered
construction of the upper wood-walls. Taliesin was to be an abstract com-
bination of stone and wood as they naturally met in the aspect of the hills
around about. And the lines of the hills were the lines of the roofs, the
slopes of the hills their slopes, the plastered surfaces of the light wood-
walls, set back into shade beneath broad eaves, were like the flat stretches
of sand in the river below and the same in colour, for that is where the
material that covered them came from.
The finished wood outside was the colour of grey tree-trunks in violet
light.
The shingles of the roof surfaces were left to weather silver-grey like
the tree branches spreading below them.
The chimneys of the great stone fireplaces rose heavily through all,
wherever there was a gathering place within, and there were many such
places. They showed great rock-faces over deep openings inside.
Outside they were strong, quiet, rectangular rock-masses bespeaking
strength and comfort within.
Country masons laid all the stone with the stone-quarry for a pattern
and the architect for a teacher. The masons learned to lay the walls in the
long, thin, flat ledges natural to the quarry, natural edges out. As often as
they laid a stone they would stand back to judge the effect. They were soon
as interested as sculptors fashioning a statue 5 one might imagine they
were as they stepped back, head cocked one side, to get the general effect.
Having arrived at some conclusion they would step forward and shove the
stone more to their liking, seeming never to tire of this discrimination.
Many of them were artistic for the first time, and liked it. There were
many masons from first to last, all good. Perhaps old Dad Signola, in his
youth a Czech, was the best of them until Philip Volk came. Philip
worked away five years at the place as it grew from year to year—for it
will never be finished. And with not much inharmonious discrepancy, one
may see each mason's individuality in his work at Taliesin to this day. I
frequently recall the man as I see his work.
At that time, to get this mass of material to the hilltop meant organizing
man and horse-power. Trucks came along years later. Main strength and
awkwardness, directed by commanding intelligence, got the better of the
law of gravitation by the ton as sand, stone, gravel and timber went up
into appointed places. Ben Davis was commander of these forces at this
time. Ben was a creative cusser. He had to be. To listen to Ben back of all
this movement was to take off your hat to a virtuoso. Men have cussed
between every word, but Ben split the words and artistically worked in an
oath between every syllable. One day Ben with five of his men was moving
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